Meet the 2019 ZR1 — the fastest, most powerful, most advanced production Corvette ever produced. It incorporates select technologies born from Corvette Racing, extensive use of carbon-fiber, sophisticated aerodynamic configurations and a new hand-built LT5 small block 6.2L supercharged V8 engine with 755 horsepower¹ (available with a manual or automatic transmission). This supercar stands ready to live up to its punishingly superior reputation on the track and keep the world’s best competition in the rearview. Limited availability. Available Spring 2018.

¹ SAE certified. Preproduction 2019 ZR1 with available ZTK Performance Package shown. Actual production model may vary. GM reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, features, specifications and availability. Product information is preliminary and reflects approved content at time of publishing.
2019 CHEVROLET CORVETTE ZR1

**PERFORMANCE**
- LT5 Small Block 6.2L Supercharged V8 with 755 horsepower¹ and 715 lb.-ft. of torque
- 7-speed manual with Active Rev Matching or available 8-speed paddle-shift automatic transmission
- Magnetic Ride Control™
- Performance Traction Management
- Electronic Limited-Slip Differential
- Dry-sump oiling system
- Additional front cooling elements (five new heat exchangers)
- Brembo® Carbon-Ceramic Brakes
- Available performance induction system with clear window and Corvette Jake logo

**EXTERIOR**
- Carbon-fiber halo hood (exposing carbon-fiber engine cover)
- Visible carbon-fiber removable roof panel
- Visible carbon-fiber package
  - Front splitter and rockers
  - Rear wing
- Specific front grille and fenders
- Black or chrome ZR1 badging (hood and rear fascia)
- Uniquely designed 19-inch front, 20-inch rear carbon flash 5-split spoke wheels paired with summer-only tires²
- Orange-painted stripes on carbon-fiber rockers and front splitter
- Orange brake calipers
- Black suede interior with orange stitching and bronze-tinted aluminum trim
- Carbon-fiber and suede microfiber-wrapped steering wheel
- Competition sport bucket seats
- Orange seat belts
- Floor mats with ZR1 logo

**INTERIOR**
- ZR1 badging (steering wheel rim, headrests, sill plates, gauge cluster and interior plaque)
- Included with 3ZR trim level
  - Gloss carbon-fiber interior trim
  - Leather-wrapped instrument panel
  - Carbon-fiber rim steering wheel
  - Performance data recorder

**AVAILABLE ZTK PERFORMANCE PACKAGE**
- Front splitter with carbon-fiber end caps
- Stanchion-mounted adjustable carbon-fiber high wing
- Michelin® Pilot® Sport cup 2 summer-only tires²
- Performance suspension with specific shocks and springs

**AVAILABLE SEBRING DESIGN PACKAGE**
- Sebring orange exterior
- 19-inch front, 20-inch rear carbon flash 5-split spoke wheels paired with summer-only tires²
- Orange-painted stripes on carbon-fiber rockers and front splitter
- Orange brake calipers
- Black suede interior with orange stitching and bronze-tinted aluminum trim
- Carbon-fiber and suede microfiber-wrapped steering wheel
- Competition sport bucket seats
- Orange seat belts
- Floor mats with ZR1 logo

¹ SAE certified. ² Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Use only GM-approved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may change the vehicle’s performance characteristics.

For important tire and wheel information, go to https://my.chevrolet.com/learnAbout/chevroletTires or see your dealer for details.

Preproduction 2019 ZR1 with available Sebring Design Package and optional equipment shown. Actual production model may vary.